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A PRIMITIVE CHANGE OF VARIABLES FORMULA FOR SCHEMIC
MOTIVIC INTEGRATION
ANDREW R. STOUT
ABSTRACT. We develop further the theory of integrable functions within the theory of
relative simplicial motivic measures. We provide a primitive change of variables formula
for this theory.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In [5], I developed the notion of an σ-integrable function within the theory of schemic
motivic integration. In this paper, we generalize the notion of integrability so that the anal-
ogy with constructible motivic integration can be seen. In particular, we prove a schemic
version of Theorem 10.1.1 of [1]. Note that there is no cell-decomposition theorem in
schemic motivic integration. So, naturally, there are going to be quite a few results from
constructible motivic integration which do not carry over to the schemic theory. Thus, we
propose the question of what the analogues of Statements A7 and A8 of Theorem 10.1.1
could be.
In this paper, we observe that simplicial sets are not all that useful when dealing with
some rather natural types of cache´ functions; however, this does not present a significant
difficulty for the theory since we rarely used the face and degeneracy maps in [4] and since
the results of [5] and [4] readily generalize to countably indexed families of sieves.
One of the key insights of this paper is that when it comes to dealing with cache´ func-
tions there is no reason to avoid sheafifying as I did in [4]. In fact, one sees that once
we sheafify, we have two different types of integrable functions: strongly integrable func-
tions and just general integrable functions. The important point is that strongly integrable
functions would basically be the analogue of the notion of integrable constructible mo-
tivic function in [1]; however, sheafifying allows us to consider a more general notion of
integrability (the notion of an integrable function).
The theory of schemic motivic integration (over finite arcs) was created by Hans Schoutens
in [2] and [3]. In [6] and [5], I began to develop the notion of the schemic (geometric) inte-
gral which could take place over infinite arcs. In [4], I developed the more general theory of
1
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schemic motivic integration over infinite arcs in the framework of §4, 5, & 6 of [1]. How-
ever, this was just a stepping stone toward the general notion of integrability over infinite
arcs as outlined in this paper. Much of the terminology and notation is pulled from [2], [3],
[4], and [5]. The reader may consult these previous papers for the necessary background
material.
This work was partially supported by the chateaubriand fellowship, Prof. F. Loeser, and
DSC research grant.
2. EXPLICIT DESCRIPTION OF PUSHFORWARD AND PULLBACK
Let Y be in snLSievesκ and consider the element X of snLSievesY defined by
X “ Y ˆ pAmκ q which is given by the condition
(2.1) Xσ “ Yσ ˆ Amκ @σ P
nź
j“1
∆˝
Assume that the projection morphism p : X Ñ Y is continuous. Then, it induces the
pull-back morphism p# which is the standard sheaf theoretic morphism from the sheaf of
semirings T `p´q on Y to the sheaf of semirings p˚T `p´q on Y . This morphism is none
other than precomposition of a total function f on Y with the map p. Applying the global
sections functor, we obtain a homomorphism of semirings
(2.2) T `pY q b
T
`
0
pYq T
`
0 pX q Ñ T
`pX q
via sending f b 1Z to p#pfq ¨ 1Z . We would like this to be an isomorphism although
we will soon see that this is in general not the case at all. Surjectivity is immediate. To
see why injectivity fails in general, consider a general element g of the domain. It is of the
form
(2.3) g “
ÿ
j
p
ÿ
i
aijαijL
βij b 1Zj q
with aij in A`, αij and βij in S`pY q. If g is sent to zero under the morphism in question,
then because we are working in a semiring, we immediately obtain that
ř
i aijαijL
βij b
1Zj is sent to zero for each j. Combining the terms in this sum such that pβi ˝ pq|Zj “
pβk ˝ pq|Zj for some i and k, we immediately obtain that all the coefficients of this sum
(after precomposing with p) are zero. This implies that aijαij ˝ p is zero on Zj for each
i and each j. It is irrelevent what the values are outside of Zj as we are tensoring with
Zj’s characteristic function. Therefore, aijαij is zero on ppZjq. However, all this shows
is that aijαij b 1ppZjq is zero. Classically speaking, one could use this to prove that
aijαij b 1Zj is also zero as we could make use of quantifier elimination for the language
of presburger sets to show that these conditions are equivalent. Since we are not working
within a model-theoretic framework in general, we will need to find new approaches to
problems like these.
The reason we would like such an isomorphism is that it would help us to construct
a ring homomorphism from CpX q to CpY q in a way that mirrors the work of §5.2, 5.3,
and 5.6 of [1]. Our work with the functorial approach has paid off as such a morphism is
induced from p : X Ñ Y . This is a special case of Theorem 7.2 in [4]. For the benefit of
the reader, we work this out in this specific case:
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2.1. Projection along κ-variables. Let !םX be a motivic site. Then we would like to
define a canonical ring homomorphism
(2.4) CpX, !םXq Ñ CpY, pp!םXqq ,
when Y P snSieveκ and X “ Y ˆ Amκ . Note that pp!םXq is defined in equation 30
of [5], and there it is shown that p actually induces a morphism of motivic sites !םX Ñ
pp!םXq. Furthermore, it is proven in Corollary 5.3 of loc. cit. that this induces a ring
homomorphism
(2.5) Grp!םXq Ñ Grppp!םXqq .
However, by the definition of cache´ functions, we need to first consider the measurable
seives coming from !םX . We claim therefore that p actually induces a morphism from
Mes!םX to Mespp!םXq. Note that X is actually a projective limit of Ym ˆ Amκ where
m runs over the fat points in the point system of Y as the point system for Aκκ is just
tSpecpκqu. More details regarding this product can be found in the proof of Theorem
5.5 of [5]. As the simplicial arc functor ∇qm preserves products, the assumption that X
is measurable is equivalent to Y being measurable. Now, for a general element S of
Mes!םX , it is exactly the same to show that ppSq is measurable. So, in fact, we have an
isomorphism of motivic sites
(2.6) !םX – pp!םXq .
Then, by Theorem 5.22 of loc. cit., we also have an isomorphism of rings Grp!םXq –
Grppp!םXqq. Thus, tensoring with this isomorphism gives a surjective homomorphism of
rings from CpX , !םX q to CpY , pp!םX qq, which we will again denote by p#. Note that in
the case of !םX “ snLSievesX , we get an isomorphism of motivic sites snLSievesX Ñ
s
n
LSievesY . Form now on and until §4, we will suppress the motivic site in CpX, !םXq
in this case– i.e, we will write CpXq for CpX, snLSievesXq. So, in particular, we have a
surjective ring homomorphism
(2.7) p# : CpY ˆ Amk q Ñ CpY q
for any Y P snLSievesκ. This morphism is just the morphism of global sections of the
respective sheaves induced by pushforward under the global sections functor. Tensoring by
A¯, we also arrive at a surjective ring homomorphism from C¯pX , !םX q to C¯pY , pp!םX qq,
which can be described in exactly the same way.
2.2. The projection formula. In the previous section, we made use of the ”pullback”
of motivic sites to constuct the pushforward p# : CpY ˆ Amk q Ñ CpY q of a projection.
We would like to now discuss in detail the concept of pullback of cache´ functions under
any morphism f : X Ñ Y in snLSievesX . First note that f induces a morphism of
motivic sites from snLSievesY to snLSievesX by sending S to S ˆY X. We denote this
morphism of motivic sites by f´1. Note that f´1 restricts to a morphismMsnSievesY Ñ
f´1pMsnSievesYq and by using Theorem 7.1 of [4], we obtain a morphism Mes!םY to
Mesf´1p!םXq. This induces a ring homomorphism
(2.8) GrpMes !םYq Ñ GrpMesf´1p!םXqq ,
which is just induced by the global sections functor applied to the pullback morphism
of sheaves discussed in Theorem 7.2 of [4]. We can also define a morphism f# from
the sheaf of rings of permissible functions on Y to the direct image of the sheaf of rings
of permissible functions on X by simplying precomposing by f . This also induces a
morphism f# from the sheaf of rings of total functions on Y to the direct image of the
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sheaf of rings of total functions on X via f#paαLβq :“ af#pαqLf#pβq where a P A and
α, β P SpUq for any admissible open U of Y. Tensoring this morphism with the pullback
morphism of grothendieck rings defined in 2.8, we obtain the pullback morphism f# from
the presheaf of cache´ functions on Y with respect to the motivic site !םY to the direct
image of the presheaf of cache´ functions on X with respect to the motivic site f´1p!םYq.
In particular, by applying the global sections functor, we obtain the ring homomorphism
(2.9) f# : CpY, !םYq Ñ CpY, f´1p!םYqq .
Note that if !םY “ snLSievesY , then f´1p!םYq Ă snLSievesX , and thus, we end up
with the pushforward ring homomorphism from CpYq to CpXq. Note that we denote the
sheafication functor by p´qa, but we will not have much need for it until §4.
Now, when we restrict ourselves to the case where p : Y ˆ Amκ Ñ Y is the projection
morphism, we quickly obtain the following projection formula
(2.10) p#pxp#pyqq “ p#pxqy
where x P CpY ˆ Amκ q and y P CpYq. This is just by applying the fact that the pullback
functor is the right adjoint of the pushforward functor.
We would like to now discuss in detail the concept of pushforward of cache´ functions
under any morphism f : X Ñ Y in snLSievesκ. First note that f induces a morphism of
motivic sites from snLSievesX to snLSievesY by sendingS Ă XˆAmκ to pfˆidAmκ qpSq.
We again denote this morphism of motivic sites by f . Note that f restricts to a morphism
Mess
n
LSievesX Ñ fMess
n
LSievesXq and by using Theorem 7.1 of [4], we obtain a
morphism Mes !םX to mesfp!םXq. This induces a ring homomorphism
(2.11) GrpMes !םXq Ñ GrpMesfp!םXqq ,
which is just induced by the global sections functor applied to the pushforward morphism
of sheaves discussed in Theorem 7.2 of [4]. We have already shown that there is a push-
forward morphism f# from sheaf of rings T p´q on X to the sheaf of rings f´1T p´q on
X in [4] (not just for projections as in the beginning of §2). Thus, by tensoring with the
ring homomorphism defined in 2.11, we obtain the pushforward morphism f# from the
presheaf of cache´ functions on X with respect to the motivic site !םX to the direct image of
the presheaf of cache´ functions on Y with respect to the motivic site fp!םXq. In particular,
by applying the global sections functor, we obtain the ring homomorphism
(2.12) f# : CpX, !םXq Ñ CpY, fp!םXqq .
Note that if !םY “ snLSievesX , then fpsnLSievesXq Ă snLSievesY , and thus, we end
up with the ring homomorphism from CpXq to CpYq induced by the applying the global
sections functor to the pushforward. By applying the fact that the pullback functor is the
right adjoint of the pushforward functor, we obtain the following:
2.3. Theorem. Let f : X Ñ Y be any continuous morphism in snLSievesκ and let !םX
be any motivic site relative to X . Then, for any x P CpX , !םXq and any y P CpY, fp!םXqq,
we have
(2.13) f#pxf#pyqq “ f#pxqy .
More generally, if we set F “ Cp´, !םX |´qa and G “ Cp´, pp!םXq|´qa, then we have the
following isomorphism of sheaves
(2.14) f!pF b f˚Gq – f!F b G
where f! is the pushforward with compact support functor.
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Note that all of these results hold when replacing CpX , !םXq and CpY, fp!םXqq by
C¯pX , !םXq and C¯pY, fp!םXqq, respectively.
3. SCHEMIC JACOBIANS AND INTEGRATION OVER FAMILIES OF SIEVES
When dealing with κ-varieties as functors of points, the category of fields containing κ
is enough to characterize these functors. In short, X˝ and Y ˝ are naturally isomorphic as
functors from Fieldsκ to Set if and only if they are isomorphic varieties. However, when
X and Y are merely separated κ-schemes of finite type, then we have to consider them as
functors from Fatκ to Set. Formally, we have the following:
3.1. Theorem. Let X and Y be closed subschemes contained in a separated κ-scheme
Z of finite type. Then, X and Y are non-isomorphic over κ if and only if there exists
m P Fatκ such that X˝pmq and Y ˝pmq are distinct subsets of Z˝pmq.
Proof. This is a restatement of Lemma 2.2 of [2]. A proof can be found there. 
At one level, it is quite nice to have such a characterization of these schemes as it
permits us to form the grothendieck ring of a motivic site. However, at another level, we
immediately have the need for results to hold relative to any point system. Usually, this
can be done without much trouble but not always. For example, when we have need for a
notion of order, as in the case of using the jacobianin, we run into difficulties. There are
multiple ways one might approach this problem. We have tried one approach to this in [6]
by using reduction maps to classical geometric motivic integration which worked nicely,
yet this served in loc. cit. as a bottle-neck for gaining results regarding the motivic integral
relative to any point system whatsoever.
For the moment, we will work with the category Sieveκ. Let f : X Ñ Y in Sieveκ
be any rational morphism. We want the jacobian of f to be a permissible function on
X. Note that f being rational means that it is the restriction of a morphism of schemes
f : X Ñ Y where X and Y are ambient spaces of X and Y, respectively. Locally, let
X “ SpecpAq and Y “ SpecpBq. By shrinking X if necessary, we can assume that A is
a finitely generated B-algebra – i.e., of the form
(3.1) A “ Brx1 . . . , xms{pf1, . . . , fsq .
Let B1 “ Brx1 . . . , xms and I “ pf1, . . . , fsq. We have the homomorphism δ : I{I2 Ñ
AbB1 ΩB1{κ which is defined ab r to ab dr where a P A and r P I ¨ B. Note that
(3.2) AbB1 ΩB1{κ – ‘mi“1Adxi
and that I{I2 is some finitely generated free A-module1 of rank n. Therefore, δ is the
unique A-linear map defined by fi ÞÑ dfi. This is none other than the Jacobian matrix
Jacpfq : An Ñ Am of the morphism f . Using the conormal exact sequence, one can show
that the cokernel of Jacpfq (i.e., of δ) is ΩA{B .
Now, assume that f is e´tale so that we can form the determinant of Jacpfq. This induces
a function from βf : X Ñ N in the following way. Let m P Fatκ and let x : m Ñ X be
an element of Xpmq. We define
(3.3) βf pmqpxq :“ ℓpOmpmq{|Jacpfq| ˝ xq .
The author tried to prove that βf is a permissible function; however, there does not
seem to be canonical face and degeneracy maps which satisfy the simplicial identities.
1This is because all schemes in this paper are Noetherian so that finitely generated and finite presentation are
equivalent. Therefore, I being a finitely presented B-algebra implies that I{I2 is a finitely presented A-algebra.
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Upon some reflection, this turns out not to be so important for the general theory as we
worked so far with simplicial categories in [5] and [4] for motivational reasons (i.e., with
the prospect of working over derived stacks). Everything works just as well if we forget
the face and degeneracy morphisms in ∆˝. We will denote this category by N, and we will
replace the word simplicial with the word indexed. In other words, we are now working
with families of sieves indexed by N. All the definitions and theorems that do not involve
face and degeneracy morphisms carry over verbatim to this context. For example, it is
immediate that βf P SpX q whenever f : X Ñ Y is a e´tale rational morphism of sieves.
For more on the category of indexed sieves see §7.3 of [5] and §7.5 of [4].
Another function involving the jacobian can be obtained by considering a Jordan Holder
composition series A “ taiu for R “ Ompmq with m P Fatκ as outlined in Remark 4.2
of [2]. There one needs a monomial ordering ă to construct A. Then, the height of an
element r of R is the minimal i such that it is an element of the ideal ai. We will denote
the height as hăprq.
3.2. Proposition. Let R be a local artinian ring which contains κ and which is equipped
with a monomial ordering ă. The height function hă : R Ñ Z{ℓpRqZ is uniquely deter-
mined by the pair pR,ăq .
Proof. This follows immediately from the construction in Remark 4.2 of loc. cit. 
We also have the order function on the local aritinian ring R “ krt1, . . . , tss{I which
we denote by ord : R Ñ N. This is defined as follows. Consider the morphism i : R Ñ
krtis{pt
N
i q where N is the nilpotency of the variable ti. Given any element g P krtis{ptNi q
and any element g1 P krrtiss whose residue class is g, we define ordpgq “ ordpg1q where
ordp´q is the valuation on the discrete valuation ring krrtiss. Then, for any r P R, we
define ordprq “
ř
i ordpiprqq. In other words, ordprq is the sum of the minimal exponents
with respect to the i-th coordinate where the sum runs over i “ 1, . . . , s. We define
(3.4) ordjacpfqpmqpxq “ ordp|Jacpfq| ˝ xq
Finally, we have one last function of interest which can be applied to the jacobian. Given
an element r of R, we define its degree, denoted by degprq, as the maximal d ď n such
that r P Md (here, we set M0 “ p1q) where M is the maximal ideal of R and where n is
the nilpotency of R. We define degjacpfq to be the composition of |Jacpfq| ˝ x and deg.
Potentially, any of these functions could be interesting to study within the framework
of motivic integration. Naively, the length function seems to be the most natural in this
context. However, ordjac is closest thing to a generalization of the concept used in [1].
Also, since we have already made use of this function in [6] to prove a simple change of
variables formula for schemic geometric motivic integration, we will continue to mostly
focus on this function.
3.3. Proposition. (The chain rule of ordjac): Let g : X Ñ Y and f : Y Ñ Z be two e´tale
rational morphisms of sieves. Then, for all m P Fatκ,
(3.5) ordjacpf ˝ gqpmqpxq “ ordjacpgqpmqpf ˝ xq ` ordjacpfqpmqpxq .
for all x P Xpmq.
4. THE GENERAL NOTION OF SCHEMIC INTEGRATION
Let X be an element of LSievesY and let j : X Ñ Y be the structure morphism.
Consider a function ϕ P T pXq. We say that ϕ is Y-integrable if there exists a cover of Y
with admissible opens Yσ with σ P N such that
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(1) Zσ “ j´1pYσq is an admissible open of X for all σ P N.
(2) for each σ, there exists an automorphism γσ of Zσ .
(3) for all σ P N, there exists ψσ P T pYσq such that ϕ|Zσ “ γ˚σ j˚ψσ for all σ P N.
(4) Define Y‚ to be the indexed sieve given by Yσ and let ψ‚ correspond to the total
function on Y‚ determined by the ψσ . Then, we require ψ‚ to be σ-integrable over
Yσ for all σ.
Additionally, if all of the Yσ can be chosen to be mutually disjoint, then we say that ϕ is
strongly integrable.
We denote the subring of allY-integrable functions in T pXq by IYT pXq and the subring
of all strongly integrable functions SIYT pXq. Likewise, we define
IYCpX, !םXq :“ GrpMes !םXq bT 0pYq IYT pXq
SIYCpX, !םXq :“ GrpMes !םXq bT 0pYq SIYT pXq .
(4.1)
4.1. Theorem. Let f : X Ñ X 1 be a continuous morphism of limit Y-sieves. Then, the
pushforward f# restricts to a ring homomorphism
(4.2) f# : IYCpX, !םXq Ñ IYCpX 1, fp!םXqq .
Proof. For each real q ą 1, we have the rings T qpXq and T qpX 1q obtained by applying
the evaluation homomorphism νq . Moreover, they define sheaves of topological rings.
Thus, the pushforward actually induces a continuous ring homomorphism f q# : T qpXq Ñ
T qpX 1q. The theorem follows immediately from this fact.

4.2. Remark. The pushforward actually restricts to a morphism of presheaves (or of sheaves
if one wants to sheafify) as usual. We write ICpX, !םYq for IYCpX, !םYq when Y “
pSpecpκqq˝.
4.3. Remark. Note that for families indexed by Nj for some j ą 1, all of the definitions
and results will be the same. Also, tensoring by A¯ is enough to define the notion of weakly
integrable as in [5] – i.e., everything is exactly the same for IY C¯pX, !םXq. In the interest
of brevity, we develop the theory for Cp´q over LSievesY only. Finally, every sieve is
trivially a limit sieve, so all of the definitions and results go through with respect to sieves.
4.4. Proposition. Let X and Y be limit simplicial sieves with point system X where z “
limX. Assume further that X is a Y-sieve. Then,
(4.3) IYCpX, !םXq “ inj lim IYmCpXm, !םXmq .
Thus, every element ϕ is of the form ∇q z g where g is in IYmCpXm, !םXmq for some m P X.
We have not yet defined the measure µY . For each Y-integrable function ϕ, we do
immediately obtain an element ψσ of CpYσ, πσpjp!םXqqq for all σ P N which assures to us
that ϕ is integrable. Temporarily, we define a set map µσY by sending ϕ to the function ψσ .
This defines a ring homomorphism
(4.4) µσY : IYCpX, !םXq Ñ CpY, jp!םXqq .
4.5. Proposition. Let X and Y be limit simplicial sieves with point system X where z “
limX. Assume further that X is a Y-sieve. Let ϕ P IYCpX, !םXq. Then, there exists m P X
and a g P IYmCpXm, !םXmq such that
(4.5) µσYpϕq “∇q z µσYpgq .
Proof. This follows immediately from the work of §6 of [4] and from Proposition 4.4. 
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4.6. Sheafificaton and motivic measures. Philosophically speaking, there is no reason
to avoid applying the sheafification functor to the presheaf of total functions as this functor
is the left adjoint to the forgetful functor. Thus, we will denote by CaXp´q the sheafification
of the presheaf which sends an admissible open U of X to CpjpUq, !םX |U q for some fixed
motivic site !םX . Likewise, if X is a limit Y-sieve, then we will denote by IYCaXp´q the
subsheaf of CaXp´q obtained by sheafifying the presheaf which sends an admissible open
U of X to IYCpU , !םX |U q.
Of course, there are many advantages to working with sheaves instead of just presheaves.
For example, we have the following canonical isomorphism of rings
(4.6) CaYpYq –
ź
σ
CaYpYσq
when Y decomposes into the disjoint union \iYσ for any index σ.
Now consider a function in ϕ P SIYCaXpXq. We define µYpϕq P CaYpYq to be the unique
element corresponding to pµσYpϕqqσ under the isomorphism above. In fact, doing this for
each admissible open, we can easily see that we have defined a morphism of sheaves on X
(4.7) µY : SIYCaXp´q Ñ j´1CaYp´q ,
where j is the structural morphism. However, the reason we made the distinction between
strongly integrable and integrable is to observe that this argument works just as well for any
integrable function because of the exact sequence which defines a sheaf. In other words, if
ϕ P IYC
a
XpXq, then this also uniquely defines an element µσYpϕq for each element of the
coverYσ . It is easy to check that these functions agree on the intersectionsYσXYσ1 . Thus,
we may glue to obtain a unique function µYpϕq P CaYpYq. Doing this for each admissible
open, we can easily see that we have defined a morphism of sheaves on X
(4.8) µY : IYCaXp´q Ñ j´1CaYp´q ,
where j is the structural morphism.
Now from this and Theorem 4.1, it is clear that given a continuous morphism f : X Ñ
X 1 of limit Y-sieves, we have a commutative diagram
IYC
a
Xp´q
µY
&&◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
f#
// f´1IYC
a
X 1p´q
µY

j´1CaYp´q
in the topos of sheaves of rings on X. This commutative diagram can be interpreted as a
change of variables formula for schemic motivic integration.
5. THE MAIN THEOREM
We present here a schemic analogue to Theorem 10.1.1 of [1].
5.1. Theorem. Let Y be an element of LSievesκ. Every X P LSievesY can be endowed
with a sheaf of rings IYCaXp´q with the following properties
(1) Existence of the four functors:
(a) Every continuous morphism f : X Ñ X 1 in SieveY induces a morphism of
sheaves f# from IYCaXp´q to f´1IYCaX 1p´q which is the restriction of the
pushforward from CaXp´q to f´1CaXp´q.
(b) The analogue of (a) is true for f#, f! and f ! (when it exists).
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(2) Functoriality:
(a) Let λ : Y Ñ Y 1 be a morphism in LSievesκ. This induces a morphism
λ` : LSievesY Ñ LSievesY1 as shown in [5]. There is a natural inclusion
of sheaves IY1CaλpXqpλ`p´qq Ă IYCaXp´q.
(b) Given a continuous morphism f : X Ñ X 1 of limit Y-sieves, we have a
commutative diagram
IYC
a
Xp´q
µY
&&◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
f#
// f´1IYC
a
X 1p´q
µY

j´1CaYp´q
in the category of sheaves of rings on X.
(3) Integrability:
(a) IYCaXp´q is a subsheaf of CaXp´q.
(b) IYCaYp´q is isomorphic to CaYp´q.
(4) Additivity: If X is the disjoint union of admissible open subsieves Xi for some in-
dex i, then the isomorphism CaXp´q – CaXip´q induces an isomorphism IYC
a
Xp´q –ś
i IYC
a
Xi
p´q.
(5) Projection Formula: Given a continuous morphism f : X Ñ X 1 of limit Y-sieves,
an admissible open U , an element x P f´1CaX 1pUq, and an element y P IYCaYpUq,
then xf#pyq is an element of f´1IYCaX 1pUq if and only if f#pxqy is an element of
IYC
a
XpUq. If these conditions are satisfied, then f#pf#pxqyq “ xf#pyq.
(6) Inclusions: Let f : X Ñ X 1 be continuous and injective and let U be an admis-
sible open of X. Then, ϕ belongs to IYCaXpUq if and only if f#pϕq belongs to
f´1IYC
a
X 1pUq.
(7) Projection along κ-variables: Consider the morphism p : X Ñ X 1 where X “
X 1ˆAmκ and p is the projection onto the first factor andX 1 a limit Y-sieve. Then,
for any admissible open U of X such that ppUq is an admissible open of X 1, ϕ
belongs to IYCaXpUq if and only if p#pϕq belongs to IYCaX 1pppUqq.
(8) Projection along N-variables: Consider the indexed family of sieves Xi “ Y
where i P N and set X “ \iXi. For any admissible open U of the form \iV with
V an admissible open of Y, ϕ belongs to IYCaXpUq if and only if it is i-integrable
over V in the sense of [4] for all i.
(9) Strongly integrable functions: The Statements 1-8 hold for strongly integrable
functions as well.
Proof. Much of what is stated above has already been displayed in this paper. However,
we list it in this way to make it clear which statements correspond to which in Theorem
10.1.1 of [1].
(1) Proof of statement 1: We proved part (a) in §4.7. Note that as f! is a subfunctor
of f#, the analogue for f! is immediate. The proof of the analogous statement for
the pullback f# follows along the same lines as the proof for Theorem 4.1. The
statement for f ! follows from the adjunction formula.
(2) Proof of statement 2: We proved part (b) in §4.7. For part (a), note that λ` is the
functor induced by inclusion – i.e., if X is a Y-sieve given by inclusion i : X ãÑ
Y ˆ Amκ , then λ`pXq “ imppλ ˆ idAmκ q ˝ iq. Note that every admissible open
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subset of λ`pXq is of the form λ`pUq where U is an admissible open subset of X.
The result follows.
(3) Proof of statement 3: Part (a) is immediate and part (b) follows by taking the trivial
cover.
(4) Proof of statement 4: Follows immediate from the exact sequence defining a sheaf.
(5) Proof of statement 5: We proved the general projection formula in Theorem 2.3.
The result follows from statement 1 and statement 2(b).
(6) Proof of statement 6: One direction is immediate. The other follows from the
definitions.
(7) Proof of statement 7: We proved this in §2.
(8) Proof of statement 8: This follows immediately by definition.
(9) Proof of statement 9: Immediate.

5.2. Remark. As we do not have the notion of cell-decomposition (instead choosing to
work with general open coverings), it is unclear if there are analogues to statements A7
and A8 of Theorem 10.1.1 of [1].
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